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EXPLANATORY NOTES
The following notes variously attempt to demonstrate sources, establish
the currency of apocryphal materials, and outline the broad exegetical tradition(s)
within which CM was produced. Since the focus of this edition is the Cursortext as set forth in MS H, an exhaustive comparison with CFG Add has not
been undertaken; some points of significant interest, however, are accorded
consideration.
When the Cursor-poet's dependence upon another work has been determined
previously, this is duly noted. Moreover, when a critic has published parallel
extracts to facilitate comparison, this information is supplied as well.
Frequently, CA/'s account of a biblical incident clearly reflects the direct
influence of an "intermediary source" (e.g., HERMAN'S Bible). In such instances,
the appropriate scriptural citation is given first (as the ultimate or "common"
source), followed by the intermediary reference.
Although the textual divisions of the Cursor adopted by critics sometimes
differ slightly, "overlapping" line references in the notes to the present edition
have been avoided wherever possible.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

The abbreviations of biblical books are the standard ones listed in Biblia
Sacra, Denuo ediderunt complures Scripturae Sacrae Professores Facultatis
theologicae Parisiensis et Seminarii Sancti Sulpitii (Rome, 1956), xli.
Linguistic abbreviations are also standard: ME Middle English, OE Old
English, OF Old French, ON Old Norse, etc.
In the following list, the abbreviation used is followed, if necessary, by
the full title of the work, and the first word or words of the entry in the
Bibliography, where full information can be found.
ANT— The Apocryphal New Testament. JAMES, M.R., ed.
A-NF — The Ante-Nicene Fathers. ROBERTS, Alexander, ed.
Borland, CM — The CM and Herman's Bible. Borland, Lois.
Co"A — Le Chateau d'Amour.
Chester — Chester Plays. LUMIANSKY, R.M., ed.
CM— Cursor Mundi. MORRIS, Richard, ed.
CT — Canterbury Tales.
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ESEL — The Early South English Legendary. HORSTMANN, C., ed.
Fest. — Mirk's Festial.
Glossa — Glossa Ordinaria.
GN — The Gospel ofNicodemus. KIM, H.C., ed.
HHRT—The History of the Holy Rood Tree. NAPIER, A.S., ed.
Hist. Schol. Evang. — Historia Scholastica Evangelica. PETRUS COMESTOR.
Leg. Aur. — Legenda Aurea. JACOBUS A VORAGINE.
Legende — Vita Prothoplausti Ade. LAZAR, Moshe.
LHR — Legends of the Holy Rood. MORRIS, R., ed.
Lud. Cov. —Ludus Coventriae. BLOCK, K.S., ed.
MED — Middle English Dictionary. KURATH, Hans and Sherman M. KUHN, eds.
Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1956-.
NF — The Nicene Fathers.
North. Pass. — The Northern Passion. FOSTER, F., ed.
NT A I — New Testament Apocrypha: Gospels and Related Writings. HENNECKE, E.
and W. SCHNEEMELCHER, eds.
NT A II — New Testament Apocrypha: Writings Relating to the Apostles, Apocalypses,
and Related Subjects. HENNECKE, E. and W. SCHNEEMELCHER, eds.
OED — A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles. MURRAY, James A.H.,
ed. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1888-1928.
OTSCM — An Edition of the Old Testament Section of the Cursor Mundi from MS
College of Arms Arundel LVII. HORRALL, S.M., ed.
PG — Patrologia Graeca.
PL — Patrologia Latino.
PO — Patrologia Orientalis.
P-NF — The Post-Nicene Fathers.
SEL — The South English Legendary. D'EvELYN, C., ed.
South. Pass. — The Southern Passion. Brown, B.D., ed.
Trad. anon. — MS BN fr. 763, fols. 267-273.
Travels — Mandeville's Travels. HAMELIUS, P., ed.

NOTES

12713ff The section of CM treated in this edition incorporates the material set forth
in 11.167-98 of the versified table of contents.
12715 Significant discussions of the aetates mundi approach to medieval historiography
are found in AUGUSTINE'S De Civitate Dei XXII:30, PL XLI 804 and In Psalmum
XCII, PL XXXVII 1182, as well as BEDE'S Chronicon Breve, PL XCIV 117376; De Temporibus Liber XVI, PL XC 288-292; De Temporum Ratione LXVI,
PL XC 520-21; 522-73; and In Sancti Joannis Evangelium Expositio II, PL XCII
658-60. The inauguration of the "sexte elde" with John's baptismal ministry is
explained thus by PETRUS COMESTOR in Hist. Schol. Evang. XXX, PL CXCVIII
1552:
Anno vero Tiberii decimo sexto fuit annus jubilaeus octogesimus primus. Eodem anno
dicunt quidam sextam chiliadem incoepisse. Quorum ratio haec est, quia sicut in hoc anno
terminata est circumcisio, et inchoavit baptismus, ita sexta aetas incipit, et quinta terminata
est....
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For a recent assessment, consult David C. FOWLER'S The Bible in Early English
Literature, pp. 165-193.
12716 loan. 1:16-17. As HONORIUS observes in Elucidariwn 1:20: "...gratia venit
in mundum" when Christ commenced his public career.
12717 F alone reads "tholing" (i.e., "those suffering/enduring": OE "bolian"),
for which CGHTLB have "chosen trewe."
12719-20 Matt. 40:11.
12721-24 Whereas John has been introduced at 12719 by the conventional title
"messengere," he is now described in terms of feudal ceremony as "banerere
of honour." That the designation is admirably appropriate becomes apparent from
the definition supplied by MED: "Banerer. One who bears a banner or standard;
a standard-bearer in the van of battle; the standard-bearer of a lord." Clearly,
the poet's intention is to reinforce the notion of Christ's divine kingship. Cf.
Blickling Homily XIV, in Richard MORRIS, ed., The Blickling Homilies of the
Tenth Century, p. 163: "He waes..se3nbora baes ufancundan Kyninges." The
Precursor's depiction carrying a cross- or lamb-emblazoned pennant, a crosssurmounted staff, or a banderole bearing the words ' 'Ecce Agnus Dei'' is common
in religious iconography. Alexandre MASSERON'S Saint Jean-Baptiste dans I'art
contains several illustrations of the motif. See also 1.12913.
12725-32 The poet summarizes the Baptist's teachings as described in Luc. 3:3-18.
Cf. Matt. 3:2 and Marc. 1:4.
12733-51 MSS C and G provide a more detailed account of Joseph's antecedents
than do FHTLB. Except for the insertion of the apocryphal "leui, pater pantra,
filius parpantra" at 12741 and the re-introduction of "Achim" between Eleazar
and Matthan at 12742, G corresponds generally to Matt. 1:12-16; C supplies its
information in schematic format. Joseph's descent through Matthan and Jacob
receives canonical substantiation in Matt. 1:15-16; reference to Levi as a forebear
of Christ, however, is found only in Luc 3:24. According to this latter source,
Levi was actually the offspring of Melchi, and not the reverse. To avoid what
must otherwise be considered a composite ancestral table, G identifies Levi with
Matthew's Eleazar, thereby remaining within the context of the first evangelical
narrative.
For representative medieval discussions of the Matthaean and Lucan genealogies, see AILERANUS' Interpretatio Mystica Progenitorum Christi Moralisque
Explanatio Nominum Eorumdem, PL LXXX 327-41 and ALCUIN'S Interpretations
Nominum Hebraicorum Progenitorum Domini Nostri Jesu Christi, PL C 725-34.
Concerning the Virgin's ancestry, HAENISCH, CM, p. 34*, remarks with
tantalizing vagueness that "the poet must have found somewhere the genealogy
of Mary." In its earliest written form, however, the belief that Joachim and Anna
were Mary's parents can be traced to the influential second-century Protoevangelium
Jacobi, whence it acquired universal currency via such recensions as the Evangelium
Pseudo-Matthaei and Evangelium de Nativitate Mariae; see ANT, pp. 38-48, 73,
79 and NTA I, pp. 363-368, 370-388. Chapter V of A. F. FINDLAY'S Byways in
Early Christian Literature, pp. 148-178, supplies a useful introduction to the
circumstances surrounding the original composition of the Marian infancy gospels.
According to Findlay, pp. 158-160, such documents reflect popular interest in
the Virgin concomitant with the great Christological heresies which plagued the
Church in its formative centuries, as well as a need to combat the calumnious
stories circulated regarding the Saviour's lineage in anti-Christian polemical works;
examples of such propaganda would include the tracts of Celsus and the Gnostic
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Genna Marts (see NT A I, pp. 344-345). This explains why even such exotic
sources as the Sahidic fragments of The Life of the Virgin, trans. Forbes ROBINSON,
Coptic Apocryphal Gospels, p. 5, clearly note that Mary is "of the root of Jesse''
not only through Joachim, but also through Anna.
The problem, of course, is that the list of Marian forebears given in CM is
more extensive than that furnished by the Protoevangelium Jacobi and derivative
texts. This delineation of the Virgin's ancestry, however, also appears in Leg.
Aur. cxxxi, p. 585, where it inaugurates the lection "De Nativitate Beatae Mariae
Virginis" for 8 September. Jacobus a Voragine, disavowing any originality,
acknowledges his indebtedness to John Damascenus, although he does not specify
in which of the Byzantine theologian's works the information is found. This
notwithstanding, De Fide Orthodoxa IV:xiv constitutes the source. For a discussion
of the reasons underlying the omission of Mary's "kynne" in the New Testament
and related matters, consult the Eusebian Historia Ecclesiastica I:vii, PG XX
90-99, upon which most subsequent writers base their treatments of the subject.
Undoubtedly the evolution of apocryphal Marian genealogies from patristic
times through the Middle Ages merits extended investigation. An interesting
example of the medieval fascination with such non-canonical lineages is afforded
by MS BL Cotton Vesp. D. VIII of the Ludus Coventriae, ed. K.S. BLOCK, p.
62, wherein the scribe has appended an ancestral table to the ordo prophetarum
sequence indicating the names of Joachim's mother (Asmonia) and the parents
of St. Anne (Ysakar and Nasaphat).
12752ff The Cursor-poet is indebted to Herman for his account of Christ's baptism,
John's confrontation with the Pharasaic deputation, and the temptation. As the
instances of direct borrowing cited below will indicate, he has, however, exercised
considerable latitude in re-arranging and expanding individual passages from
HERMAN'S Bible. It should be noted, moreover, that Herman is more faithful to
the Vulgate in specifying that John begins his ministry "en chel desert" ("in
deserto ludaeae"), whereas the author of CM places the Baptist directly "bi be
flum."
12752-827 Matt. 3:1-11; Marc. 1:4-8; Luc. 3:3, 15-6; loan. 1:20-7.
12752-9 HERMAN'S Bible, 3877-86.
12761-827 HERMAN'S Bible, 3875-931.
12761-5 These lines refer to the Precursor's rigorous self-abnegation as described
in Matt. 3:4 and Marc. 1:6.
12816-7 These lines may have been inspired by Ps. 24:7-10.
12828-33 HERMAN'S Bible, 3828-30.
12829-31 Luc. 3:23.
12832-77 Matt. 3:13-17; Marc. 1:9-11; Luc. 3:21-22; loan. 1:29-36.
12844-59 HERMAN'S Bible, 3831-44.
12862-87 HERMAN'S Bible, 3845-57.
12871 Cf. HERMAN'S Bible, 3851: "Li .VII. chiel sont overt..." The phrase "ad
tertium coelum" in II Cor. 12:2 is the closest that scripture comes to mentioning
the number of actual "heavens." HONORIUS, Elucidarium 1:3, explains the Pauline
text thus:
Tres coeli dicuntur: unum corporate, quod a nobis videtur; aliud spirituale, eo quod spirituales
substantiae scilicet angeli, in eo habitare creduntur; tertium intellectuale, in quo Trinitas
sancta a beatis facie ad faciem contemplatur.

In De Natura Rerum xiii, PL LXXXIII 985-7 and De Ordine Creaturarum iiivi, PL LXXXIII 920-6, Isidore also advocates the notion of three heavens. Other
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authorities, however, remain divided on this issue. AUGUSTINE, De Genesi Ad
Litteram xii:29, PL XXXIV 478-9, e.g., is of the opinion that:
Sic autem sic accipimus tertium coelum quo Apostolus raptus est, ut quartum etiam, et
aliquot ultra superius coelos esse credamus, infra quo est hoc tertium coelum, sicut eos
alii septem, alii octo, alii novem vel etiam decem perhibent, et in ipso uno quod dicitur
firmamentum, multos gradatim esse confirmant.

Similarly, HILARY, Tractatus in CXXXV Psalmum, PL IX 773, states: "De
numero coelorum non constat...De numero vero coelorum nihil sibi humanae
doctrinae temeritas praesumat." Although COMESTOR, Hist. Schol. Evang. iv,
PL CXCVIII 1058, cites four heavens, both BEDE, In Pent., PL XCI 192 and
John DAMASCENUS, De Fide Orthodoxa, mention seven. For DANTE, Paradiso
xxi-xxii, the "settimo splendore" is the traditional Ptolemaic sphere of Saturn.
The specific association of the "seventh heaven" with the seat of divine glory,
nevertheless, occurs within a Christian context as early as the second century,
in such non-canonical sources as The Ascension of Isaiah and The Apocalypse
of Paul (see NTA II, pp. 649, 652-658, 662ff., and 778). Also consult the
eleventh-century ' 'Apocalypse of the Holy Mother of God Concerning the Chastisements," (Ed. M.R. JAMES, A-NF X, p. 169).
According to Morton W. Bloomfield, the concept of seven heavens has its
origins in Judaic and related oriental traditions. See The Seven Deadly Sins, pp.
18, 20, 22, 23, 25, 47, and 316.
12878-81 The miracle recounted in these lines recalls the theophanic occurrences
which accompany the Ark's passage through the Jordan inlos. 3:13-17 and 4:23.
Since Christ personally embodies the new convenant, it is typologically appropriate
that the waters stop as He enters the river; John's reluctance to lay hands upon
the Saviour (reminiscent of the Levitical proscriptions regarding physical contact
with either the Ark or the Mosaic tablets themselves) further reinforces the
connection between the old and new dispensations. Moreover, such associations
doubtless underlie the ancient Marian title "Area Testamenti"; see, e.g., AMBROSE,
Sermo XLII, PL XVII 712. In medieval sacramental theology, the "transitus
lordanis" was widely interpreted as a prefigurement of baptism; relevant commentaries are supplied by AUGUSTINE, Sermo XXXIV, PL XXXIX 1812; BRUNO,
Expositio in Psalmum XLI, PL CLII 815-6: and CHROMATIUS, Tractatus II in
Evangelium Sancti Matthaei, PL XX 530.
12882-5 This brief passage reflects the strong Trinitarian orientation introduced into
the Cursor as early as 11.105-79.
12885 An examination of the texts listed in MIGNE'S "Index de Spiritu Sancto: De
Variis Nominibus Spiritus Sancti et Figuris Quibus Apparuit," PL CCXIX 490,
has failed to disclose an exact source for the phrase "doufe of vertu."
Referring to Matt. 10:16, such commentators as GREGORY, Expositio in
Librum B. Job 1:2, PL LXXV 529-30 and Homiliae in Evangelia XXX, PL
LXXVI 1223-24: HILDEFONSUS, Liber de Cognitione Baptismi Ixvii, PL XCVI
137; and BEDE, Expositio in Evangelium S. Matthaei 1:3, PL XCII 18, interpret
the dove-form in which the Holy Spirit descended as symbolic of "simplicitas"
and "innocentia." Elsewhere, in Expositio in Evangelium S. Lucae 1:3, PL XCII
359, BEDE regards the "columba" as emblematic of "ecclesia." According to
RUPERTUS, De Trinitate et Operibus Ejus IV:23, PL CLXVII 347, it is to be
identified with "Spiritus sancti gratia."
For AUGUSTINE, In Epistolam Joannis ad Parthos VII, PL XXXV 2035,
the dove betokens "caritas," as it does for CYPRIAN, De Unitate Ecclesiae IX,
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PL IV 522, with the added notion of "dilectio fraternitatis." It should be noted
that the most extensive interpretation of the symbol is found in the Augustinian
In Joannis Evangelium VI, PL XXXV 1425-37, wherein the furthur concept of
"unitas" is cited. As the foregoing catalogue of opinions reveals, the dove is
sometimes equated with individual virtues, but not with the comprehensive "vertu"
of CM 12885.
Nevertheless, RABANUS MAURUS' statement in Commentaria in Matthaeum
1:30, PL CVII 777-8, that "Haec de natura columbae septem virtutum exempla
commemorasse sufficiat.. .quia Spiritus sancti, qui in columba descendit, septiformis
est gratia" may constitute at least an indirect source for the phrase under discussion.
Cf. Glossa Ordinaria, PL CXIV 83: "Similiter omnes baptismo renati septem
virtutibus in columba significatis debent repleri." Within the context of bestiary
tradition, HUGH OF ST. VICTOR'S comment that the dove is' 'declarata in virtutibus
per famam bonae opinionis" (De Bestiis Aliis et Rebus 1:3, PL CLXXVII 16)
also has relevance.
12896-99 HERMAN'S Bible, 3858-9 provides the rhetorical exemplar for these lines:
Ci baptiza li sers bonement son seignour,
Li chevaliers le roi, Jehens son creatour.

12905-7 Matt. 11:11.
12910-11 John is frequently referred to as a "lantern" in medieval hagiographical
sources. ISIDORE, De Ortu et Obitu Patrum, PL LXXXIII 147, e.g., describes
the Precursor as "lucema luminis," a phrase which JACOBUS A VORAGINE, Leg.
Aur. Ixxxvi, p. 356, explains as betokening his "ardenti praerogativa sanctitatis."
Fest. xliv (p. 183) notes that the second of the three fires traditionally kindled
on the vigil of the Baptist's feast is a reminder that "Saynt Ion was a lavntyrne
brennyng and lytyng."
12916-999 Matt. 4:1-11; HERMAN'S Bible, 4133-83.
12921 The phrase "lenten tide" was originally seasonal in its application (OE
"lensten," "lencten" / "spring"). Although the concept of the quadragesimal
fast has numerous Old Testament antecedents in Ex. 34:18 and 28, Deut. 9:9,
etc., Christ's sojourn in the wilderness constitutes the proto-Lent of the "sexte
elde."
12940-41 Authoritative sources including AMBROSE, De Elia et Jejunio 1:1, PL XIV
732 and Sermo XXVII: De Jejunio Domini in Deserto, PL XVII 682: PETRUS
CHRYSOLOGUS, Sermo XII: De Jejunio et Tentationibus Christi, PL LII 225; and
TERTULLIAN, Liber de Jejunis III, PL II1008-9 all affirm that "gula'' precipitated
the expulsion from Eden. Consequently, it was theologically necessary for Christ,
"the new Adam," to surmount the same temptation(s) responsible for mankind's
downfall; usually, however, the "tentatio"-sequence in medieval religious commentaries is tripartite. To quote PETRUS COMESTOR, Hist. Schol. Evang. xxxv,
PL CXCVIII 1556:
Tentavit autem eum in eisdem tribus, quibus Adam dejecerat, sed...non ordine eodem:
Primo in gula, ut esuriens, panem videns, immoderatio cibi appetitu accenderetur; secundo
de avaritia, ubi super montem ostendit ei omnia regna mundi, id est exposuit ei gloriam
mundi; tertio de superbia, ut jactanter se ostenderet Filium Dei.

Similarly, CHRISTIANUS DRUTHMARUS, Expositio in Evangelium Matthaei vi, PL
CVI 1297, states that
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.. .Matthaeus ordinem tentationis Adae secutus est.. .Eodem ordine diabolus Dominum tentavit.
Primo de gula, secundo de avaritia, quando omnia regna mundi ei ostendit; tertio de vana
gloria.

Also cf. BEDE'S In Matthaei Evangdiwn Expositio 1:4, PL XCII 20. Representative
ME treatments of the multiple-temptation motif are found in MS. Bodley 343
Homily X, ed. A.O. BALFOUR, in Twelfth-Century Homilies, pp. 98-100; The
Stanzaic Life of Christ, 11.5261-332, 6241-44, the temptation-plays in Ludus
Coventriae, 11.144-50 and the Chester Cycle, XIL33-37, Fest. xix, p. 83; and
PePassiounofOureLord, ed. Mother M. duB.A. HAMELIN, p. 22. Interestingly,
the Cwrsor-poet refers to neither "avaritia" nor "superbia" in his account of the
"tentatio."
13000-193 Matt. 11:2-5, 7-9; Matt. 14:3-11; Marc. 6:17-28.
13002-13 HERMAN'S Bible, 3945-65; BORLAND, CM, pp. 65-66. Herod Antipas,
who also figures prominently in the Passion, was responsible for John the Baptist's
martyrdom; his father, Herod the Great, initiated the slaughter of the Holy Innocents.
13014-31 HERMAN'S Bible, 3966-73; BORLAND, CM, p. 67.
13032-69 HERMAN'S Bible, 3974-4000; BORLAND, CM, pp. 68-69.
13070-81 HERMAN'S Bible, 4001-11; BORLAND, CM, pp. 69-70.
13082-97 HERMAN'S Bible, 4012-19: BORLAND, CM, p. 70.
13098-129 HERMAN'S Bible, 4020-44; BORLAND, CM, p. 71.
13130-43 HERMAN'S Bible, 4045-56; BORLAND, CM, pp. 73-74.
13140 In its description of the entertainment provided by the daughter of Herodias,
the Bible uses the verb-forms "saltauit" (Matt. 14:6) and "saltasset" (Marc.
6:22). According to Lewis and Short, "salto" can mean "dance" in a highly
general sense; however, it is understood "mostly with a contemptuous signif."
The various MSS of the Cursor acknowledge the "acrobatic" nature of her
performance. Interestingly, HLT note that she accompanied herself with castanets
(see MED "cymbalen"). CG read that the evil daughter "bale(i)d ('balen': OF
'baler' - to dance) & tumbel(id)"; F adds that she also "sange."
13144-67 HERMAN'S Bible, 4057-76; BORLAND, CM, pp. 75-76.
13168-241 HERMAN'S Bible, 4077-127; BORLAND, CM, pp. 77-80.
13174-5 JOSEPHUS, Jewish Antiquities XVIII.v.2 mentions "Macherus" as the site
of John's decollation.
13195 Cf. n. to 1.13140.
13198-209 Ultimately, the apocryphal "proto-harrowing" of hell by John the Baptist
has its basis in Evangelium Nicodemi II (XVIII):2, NTA I, pp. 471-472 and ANT,
pp. 125-127. In some editions, e.g., that of H.C. Kim, the incident is recounted
in section XVIII:3. Cf. HERMAN'S Bible, 4084a-92, ME Gospel ofNicodemus,
11.1225-48, and the ME Harrowing of Hell, 11.213-24, ed. William H. HULME.
According to MS. Harley of the last work, the event occurred "Twelf monep"
before Christ's Passion. As the tenth-century Latin text of the Evangelium relates,
John declared upon his arrival in the underworld (GN, p. 37):
"Et nunc preiui ante faciem eius et descend! adnuntiare uobis in proximo est visitare nos
ipse oriens Filius Dei ab ex alto, ueniens sedentibus nobis in tenebris et in umbra mortis.

In medieval hagiographical tradition, the Precursor's descent into "helle," where
"...in limbo positis Christum venturum praenuntiat," was regarded as the ninth
of his "unique privileges." See Leg. Aur. Ixxxvi, p. 358.
13217-18 Luc. 7:28.
13227 HERMAN'S Bible, 4113: "En pasquerez, seignor, fu saint Jehans ochis."
PETRUS COMESTOR, Hist. Schol. Evang. xxxiii, PL CXCVIII 1554, explains the
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date of the Baptist's decollation as follows: "...id est in Pascha tricesimi primi
anni [Christi] incarceratus est Joannes, et in Pascha sequenti... decollatus est."
13228-41 Medieval traditions surrounding the fate of the Baptist's remains differ
considerably. According to Hist. Schol. Evang. Ixxiii, PL CXCVIII1574, John's
bones were exhumed and burned by Julian the Apostate. Cf. also Leg. Aur.
Ixxxvi, p. 364 and cxxv, p. 569, as well as Travels xiii, p. 72. The Cursor-poet,
however, attributes the de-ossification to Herodias.
Regarding the eventual disposition of John's head, COMESTOR, ibid., 1575,
maintains that "caput...Constantinopolim translatum est, et inde ad Gallias." In
Travels, ibid., it is asserted that
.. .the Emperor Theodosie.. .leet it be born to CONSTANTYNOBLE, And bat at Constantynoble
is the hynder partye of the heed. And the forpartie of the heed til vnder the chyn is at
Rome in the chirche of seynt SILVESTRE...

Somewhat later, Mandeville acknowledges that not all authorities agree on the
ultimate destination of the Precursor's skull: "...summen sen bat the heed of
seynt Ion is at AMYAS in Picardye. And oper men seyn bat it is the heed of
lohn the byschop."
The interesting detail in CM 13230 to the effect that the relic was "salted
in a wal" corresponds to HERMAN'S Bible, 4115: "El mur 1'a de Sebaste enseele
et mis."
In oriental Christian lore, it was held that St. John's head had been rescued
from desecration by a certain "Acholios, 1'un des convives d'Herode,...[qui
etait] disciple de saint Jean, d'ailleurs...cher a la mere d'Herodiade." Acholios
supposedly entrusted the "caput" to six of the Baptist's other followers who
"trouverent une caverne et y deposerent 1'aiguiere dans laquelle etait la tete de
saint Jean, puis ses six disciples demeurerent la jusqu'a leur mort." See the
fourteenth-century Histoire de Saint Jean-Baptiste, PO IV. Fasc. 5:iii, pp. 539540.
According to W.S. McBiRNiE, The Search for the Twelve Apostles, pp.
263-264, the Baptist's skull and one arm are currently housed in golden reliquaries
at Istanbul's Topkapi Palace Museum. A portion of the Precursor's head is claimed
by the Greek Orthodox Monastery of St. John the Baptist in Jerusalem, while
another arm-relic is reputedly in the possession of the Jerusalem Armenian Patriarchate (ibid., pp. 264-266).
13242-65 HERMAN'S Bible, 4310-48; BORLAND, CM, pp. 82-83.
13246-47 Matt. 4:13. The Cursor-poet has reversed the Zebulon-Neptalim order of
Christ's itinerary supplied by the evangelist, as does Herman. Moreover, his
reference is ambiguous as to whether the names designate cities or larger territorial
divisions; Matthew clearly specifies the latter. Cf. HERMAN'S Bible, 4317: "En
terre Neptalim et terre Zebulon."
13249-50; 13258-9 HAENISCH, CM, p. 35* simply labels this date "curious." See,
however, HERMAN'S Bible, 4318-9 and 4326:
De chel jour commencha sa predication.
Au secont jour d'avril, si com lisant trovon.
^***H=*******
Ens. es .II. jours premiers, quant d'avril fu 1'entree

13266-303 In his account of the summoning of the apostles, the poet has incorporated
various elements from Matt. 4:16-22, 10:2-5; Marc. 3:16-19; and Luc. 5:8-11,
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27-28,6:14-16. He omits, however, the name of Philip (mentioned in the evangelary
sources) from his apostolic catalogue.
13266-73 HERMAN'S Bible, 4349-54; BORLAND, CM, pp. 84-85.
13274-87 HERMAN'S Bible, 4355-63; BORLAND, CM, p. 85.
13304-15 HERMAN'S Bible, 4373-77; BORLAND, CM, p. 87.
13312-37 This extended Petrine reference combines elements from Matt. 4:19, 16:18,
26:35; Marc. 1:17, 14:31; and loan. 15:14-15, 21:15-17. In the Bible, Christ's
invitation to become a ' 'piscator hominum" is not restricted to Peter; it is extended
to Andrew, as well.
13316-37 HERMAN'S Bible, 4378-90; BORLAND, CM, pp. 87-88.
13338-43 HERMAN'S Bible, 4391-95; BORLAND, CM, p. 89.
13339 loan. 15:14-15.
13344-57 Cf. Matt. 4:24-25.
13358-429 loan. 2:1-11. Cf. HERMAN'S Bible, 4260-309. As Borland notes, CM,
pp. 90-91, the account of the marriage at Cana here constitutes one of the rare
"breaks...as to succession of incident" between CM and HERMAN'S Bible. In
recounting Christ's first public miracle, both the Cursor-poet and Herman have
rendered the Vulgate term "architriclinus" ("chief servant" or "dining steward")
as a proper name.
13383 HTLB correctly translate the biblical vocative "mulier" (loan. 2:4); CFG
simply have the pronoun "be".
13424-30; 13438-39 Concerning this legend, Hist. Schol. Evang. xxxviii, PL CXCVIH
1559 states: "Quidam autumant has nuptias fuisse Joannis evangelistae...Et dicunt,
quod Dominus eum volantem nubere, ex his nuptiis vocaverit, quod certum non
est." Fest. xlix, p. 203, records the following tradition, linking John with Mary
Magdalen:
Then as mony bokys tellyth, when Ion be Ewangelyst schuld haue weddyd her, Cryst bade
Ion sewe hym, and lyf yn maydynhode; and so he dyd. Herfore Mary was wrath, and 3af
her al to synne and namely to lechery...and was callyd be synfull woman.

Cf. Fest. viii, p. 31. Perhaps the best analogue regarding the ' 'destitutio sponsae(i)
pro amore Christi in die (nocte) nuptiarum" hagiographical motif is supplied by
the story of Alexius, which survives in OF, ML, and ME versions. See La Vie
de Saint Alexis, ed. Gaston PARIS, 11.46-75; De Sancto Alexio in Leg. Aur. xciv,
p. 403; and The Life of Saint Alexius, ed. F. J. FURNIVALL, in Adam Davy's Five
Dreams about Edward II, pp. 26-31.
13430-51 HERMAN'S Bible, 4407-17; BORLAND, CM, p. 91.
13432 Hist. Schol. Evang. xxxviii, PL CXCVIII 1559, describes John as Christ's
"consobrinus," the technical term for "first cousin." ESEL Ix 11.1-6, furnishes
a detailed explanation of this familial relationship, as does SEL II Ixxxvi, 11.
1-6.
13441-49 Cf. ESEL Ix 11.150-68, SEL II Ixxxvi, 11.151-66, and HERMAN'S Bible,
4407, 4411 -15. The symbols of the four evangelists have their origin in Ez. 1:10.
Concerning the ' 'era's" identification with John, HUGH OF ST. VICTOR, De Bestiis
Ivi, PL CLXXVII 54, writes:
...id est Joannem per aquilam significavit, qui volando terram desemit, quia per subtilem
intellegentiam interna mysteria Verbi videndo penetravit. Similiter, qui haec terrena mente
deserunt, velut aquila cum Joanne per contemplationem coelestia quaerunt.
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For further discussions of the eagle's traditional attributes, see HILDEGARDIS,
Physica VI:8, PL CXCVII 1202; HILDEBERTUS, Physiologus, PL CLXXI 121718; and ISIDORE Etymologiarum XII: vii:10.
13452-519 loan. 6:1-13. Cf. Matt. 14:15-21 and Marc. 6:33-44. HERMAN'S Bible
4418-64; BORLAND, CM, p. 92. The poet mentions "penies pre hundrebe"; the
Vulgate, however, reads "Ducentorum denariorum." F has "penis an hundreb."
13520-685 HERMAN'S Bible, 4466-573; BORLAND, CM, p. 94.
13619 HTL alter the "drighten" of C and G to "apolyne." Although the name can
signify the classical deity Apollo, it can also, according to MED, refer to "a god
worshipped by the Saracens" and, by extension, his image. The contemptuous
nature of the allusion is entirely consonant with CA/'s religious bias. Cf. La
Chanson de Roland 1:7-9. The French text reads:
Li reis Marsilie la tient, ki Deu nen aimet,
Mahumet sert e Apollin recleimet:
Nes poet guarder que mals ne 1'i ateignet.

The Oxford Text, edited by BRAULT (Vol. II, p. 253), contains a helpful note
(with bibliographical references) explaining the significance of "apolyne" for
the medieval reader.
13686(90)-759 loan. 8:1-11. Cf. HERMAN'S Bible, 4574-622. In this section, Borland
notes a departure from the "consistent line by line parallelism" which otherwise
reflects the direct influence of HERMAN'S Bible upon CM. Nevertheless, she
maintains that several parallel interpolations (CM 131041Bible 4593; CM 13716n/Bible 4601; CM 13730-33/Bible 4604-7; and CM 13150/Bible 4619) are quite
enough to establish the relationship between the poems. See BORLAND, CM, pp.
94-96.
13760-871 loan. 5:1-15. HERMAN'S Bible, 4623-88; BORLAND, CM, pp. 96-98.
13872-903 loan. 5:17-31, 45.
13904-61 Matt. 12:10, 14; loan. 12:44-50. The poet does not describe the miraculous
healing of the' 'homo manum habens aridam,'' an episode with which this passage
is associated in the Matthaean account.
13872-961 HERMAN'S Bible, 4689-750; BORLAND, CM, p. 98.
13962-84 HERMAN'S Bible, 4762-81; BORLAND, CM, p. 99.
13965-79 Although lacking canonical substantiation, the view that Mary Magdalen
was the sister of Lazarus enjoyed universal currency during the Middle Ages.
See, e.g., Glossa xxvi:7, PL XCIV 167; Leg. Aur. xcvi, p. 408; ESEL Ixvi, p.
462; and SEL I, p. 302. The Play of Mary Magdalen, ed. Donald C. BAKER, in
The Digby Plays, 11.66-100, pp. 26-27; De Susdtacione Lazari, in Lud. Cov.,
pp. 21Qetpassim, and "Christ's Visit to Simon the Leper," in Chester XIV: 11.2556 provide instances of the notion within the context of dramatic tradition.
13976-7 Luc. 8:2.
13985-14075 Luc. 7:36-50. HERMAN'S Bible, 4781-842. In demonstrating the Cursorpoet's dependence upon Herman for this section, BORLAND, CM, pp. 99-100,
notes an unbroken incidental continuity (CM 139%5-T/Bible 4781-3), "peculiar
interpolation(s)" (CM 14012-13/Bible 4796), and corresponding lines "which
have no biblical parallels" (CM 13995-14001/5/We 4785-89).
The assertion that this incident occurred at the home of "symond leprous"
is an interpolation from Marc. 14:3. Luke simply identifies Christ's host as
"quidam de Pharisaeis... Simon." Such sources as Hist. Schol. Evang. cxvi,
PL CXCVIII 1597 and Glossa xxvi, PL XCIV 167, however, supplied authority
for the leprotic identification of the Lucan Simon.
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14066 HTLB have altered the original reading to "out of biku(e)r." According to
MED, "biker" 2b, the phrase means "beyond cavil" and is, therefore, contextually
appropriate.
14076-127 Luc. 10:38-42. HERMAN'S Bible, 4866-907. Citing CM 14076-81; 1408485/Bible 4866-71 as an example, Borland opines, "There can be little doubt that
CM is following Herman." She also assigns the source for CM 14110-27, which
HAENISCH, CM, p. 36*, labels "original," to Bible 4897-907 (BORLAND, CM,
pp. 100-102).
14128-361 loan. 11:1-45. HERMAN'S Bible, 4919-5099; BORLAND, CM, pp. 102105.
14362-83 HERMAN'S Bible, 5100-10; BORLAND, CM, p. 105.
14384-545 loan. 11:47-54.
14384-488 HERMAN'S Bible, 5111-173; BORLAND, CM, p. 105.
14398-451 HERMAN'S Bible, 5120-59; BORLAND, CM, pp. 106-107. Biblical sources
for this recapitulatory section are as follows: 14403-11, Ex. 14; 14412-14, Ex.
16 and 17; 14417, Ex. 20-23; 14421-22, Num. 17:8; 14424-27, Is. 7:14, 11:16, etc.; 14428-29, I Reg. 10:1; 14430-31, I Reg. 17; 14439-40, Luc. 2:25-35;
14444-45, loan. 2:1-11; 14446-7, Luc. 17:12-19; 14448-49, Matt. 9:18-25 /
Marc. 5:35-42 / Luc. 7:12-15 / Luc. 8:49-56 / loan. 11:1-45; 14450-51, loan.
5:5-9. The Vulgate Bible describes the "vnfere mon" as "triginta et octo annos
habens in infirmitate sua"; F alone preserves the correct reading: "viij & xxx.
3ere." Borland fails to note the parallel here between CM 14450-51 and HERMAN'S
Bible, 5156-7. Similarity of phrasing (e.g., Herman's "pris de .XXX. ans et
plus") supports this assertion.
14489-545 HERMAN'S Bible, 5174-202; BORLAND, CM, pp. 108-109.
14546-55 loan. 13:21. HERMAN'S Bible, 5203-8; BORLAND, CM, pp. 109-110.
14551 The basis for this identification is found in Luc. 22:3 and loan. 13:27. Significantly, Judas is always listed as "be twelfpe" apostle in the various evangelary
sources.
14556-611 loan. 7:1-11. HERMAN'S Bible, 5209-45; BORLAND, CM, p. 110.
14563 ' 'Cenophe'' is the ME rendering of the biblical' 'Scenopegia'' (Heb. ' 'Sukkot''),
the Feast of Tabernacles.
14612-711 loan. 10:12-19, 31, 32-38. HERMAN'S Bible, 5247-303; BORLAND, CM,
pp. 110-114.
14612-13 That Jesus entered Jerusalem "at be port salomoun" is without scriptural
basis. Although OED ("Port" sb.3 1) notes that the term usually designates the
gateway of a city or walled town from the fourteenth century onward, it is likely
that the word, in this instance, is merely a convenient adaptation of the Vulgate's
"porticus." loan. 10:23 ("in porticu Solomonis") inspired this detail; also cf.
Act. 3:11 and 5:12.
14712-21 HERMAN'S Bible, 5304-9; BORLAND, CM, pp. 114-115.
14722-45 Matt. 21:12-13. HERMAN'S Bible, 5310-28; BORLAND, CM, p. 115.
14746-75 loan. 2:18-21. HERMAN'S Bible, 5329-51; BORLAND, CM, pp. 115-116.
Borland acknowledges "a slight break in parallelism" at this point, accounted
for in Herman by a "repetition and expansion [intended] to emphasize the glory
of the temple" — a passage not found in CM.
The various MSS of CM note that construction of the temple required 40
years; however, the Vulgate reads "Quadraginta et sex annis."
14776-867 loan. 7:40-42, 15, 47-53. HERMAN'S Bible, 5352-403; BORLAND, CM,
pp. 116-117.
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14868-73 HERMAN'S Bible, 5404-8; Borland, CM, p. 111.
14874ff This transitional passage, emphasizing Christ's love for the Jews and their
recalcitrance, is characteristic of the poet's technique. Moving from the biblical
past, he then personally applies the significance of the Lord's sacrifice to his
audience, as evident from the collective first-person plural pronouns in 11.149013. In preparation for the Passion-narrative, he subsequently outlines the events
to be recounted from 14937 onward.
14937-15112 Matt. 21:1-11. HERMAN'S Bible, 5529-640. Specific parallels between
CM and Herman in their respective accounts of Christ's entry into Jerusalem are
noted by Borland as follows (BORLAND, CM, pp. 121-126): CM 14943-54/HERMAN
5530-34; CM 14979-84/HERMAN 5547-52; CM 14985-90/HERMAN 5557-60; CM
15007-1 I/HERMAN 5570-71; CM 15033-37/HERMAN 5581-86. The triumphant
canticle which greets the Messiah in CM 15041-110 and HERMAN 5589-640
constitutes a free rendering of Theodulf' s '' Hymnus Dominica in Ramis Palmorum.''
See BORLAND, CM, pp. 123-125. CM 15011 and HERMAN 5571 reflect the
influence of Ps. 97:5-6: "Psallite Domino in cithara, in cithara et voce psalmi:/
In turbis ductilibus, et voce tubae corneae."
15113-52 loan. 11:47-51. HERMAN'S Bible, 5641-85; BORLAND, CM, p. 126.
15153-60 Luc. 21:37.
15161-76 HERMAN'S Bible, 5764-8; BORLAND, CM, p. 127.
15177-216 Luc. 22:8-14. HERMAN'S Bible, 5769-804; BORLAND, CM, p. 127.
15217-44 Cf. HERMAN'S Bible, 5805-29. While acknowledging that 11.5808-14 of
Herman "are not paralleled in CM," Borland nevertheless maintains that a definite
similarity exists between the two texts in the similar selection and omission of
details with reference to the Vulgate source. See BORLAND, CM, pp. 128-129.
15219 The scriptural basis for referring to Judas as the Lord's "Aumenere" is
furnished by loan. 12:6 and 13:29.
15230 C and G have the preferable alliterative phrasing "redd in run(e)"; F reads
"wij) wordis no3t to roun." The formulaic locative phrases "in toun" and "in
londe" are rhetorical commonplaces in medieval verse. Cf. Sir Gawain and the
Green Knight, 1.30: "I schal telle hit as-tit, as I in toun herde," as well as CT
VII 886-7 (B2 *2076-7): "Ful softely and rounde/In londe." See also CM 15704,
15924, and 16424.
15245-8 loan. 13:23. HERMAN'S Bible, 5830-31; BORLAND, CM, p. 128.
15249-64 Matt. 26:29; Marc. 14:25; HERMAN'S Bible, 5832-38; BORLAND, CM, pp.
128-129.
15265-80 Matt. 26:21-3. HERMAN'S Bible, 5839-55; BORLAND, CM, p. 129.
15281-388 loan. 13:4-27. HERMAN'S Bible, 5856-913; BORLAND, CM, p. 129.
15389-432 Matt. 26:14-5. Cf. HERMAN'S Bible, 5914-40. Borland cites the following
excerpts as instances of "similar diction" to establish the relationship extant
between the corresponding sections of both poems:
De venin et d'envie estoit trestous enfles
11 n'i volt demorer, mes molt tost est levez
(5914-5; cf. CM 15389-90)
De tel mercheandise, seignour, fu granz mestiers
A icels qui la sont fu molt granz encombriers
(5934-5; cf. CM 15417-20)

She admits, however, that such close parallels are only "intermittent throughout
the passage" (pp. 129-130).
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15433-68 Matt. 25:47-8. HERMAN'S Bible, 5941-58; BORLAND CM, pp. 130-131.
15469-90 HERMAN'S Bible, 5959-70; BORLAND, CM, pp. 131-132.
15491-516 Matt. 26:35; Luc. 22:38. HERMAN'S Bible, 5971-88; BORLAND, CM, pp.
132-133.
15535-78 Matt. 16:31-34. HERMAN'S Bible, 5996-6028. According to BORLAND,
pp. 134-135, "The similarity throughout...is sufficiently marked to support the
claim of Herman as the source"; the Cursor-poet has, however, avoided "certain
rhetorical repetitions.''
15579-82 Matt. 26:30, 36; Marc. 14:26, 32; Luc. 22:39-40. Borland assigns CM
15579-638 to Herman 6029-56 (CM, p. 135).
15583 Cf. n. to 11.15589-98.
15585-6 Matt. 26:36.
15587-88 The detail that Christ retired "a stone's cast" from his followers is furnished
by Luc. 22:41 ("quantum jactus est lapidis"). Cf. 1.15605.
15589-98 Marc. 14:33. Cf. Matt. 26:37. BORLAND, CM, p. 135, notes that Herman
also emphasizes the special status enjoyed by the three apostles chosen to accompany
Christ:
Les deus fil Zebedee li bons sire apela
Saint Jaque et saint Jehan; car forment les ama
Et Pierron son anni, tous les autres laissa.
Ichels ensamble o lui priveement mena
Seur le mont d'Olivete, son conseil lor moustra
Com bons pere a ses fiz et bel les doctrina.
(6034-39)

15599-610 Matt. 26:38; Marc. 14:34.
15611-22 The poet introduces yet another hortatory reflection. His admonition to
eschew "pryde of lyf" (15615) is ultimately based upon I loan. 2:16. As a
concept, "superbia vitae" enjoyed considerable currency during the Middle Ages.
It is discussed, e.g., by WYCLIFFE in his Trialogus: De Virtutibus Peccatisque
et de Salvatore; see Morton W. BLOOMFIELD, The Seven Deadly Sins, p. 188.
It is better known, however, from the early morality play which it inspired.
15623-30 Luc. 22:44 alone mentions the haematodrosis experienced by Christ during
his preliminary agony. HTL specify that the Lord sweat "blood & watir"; CFG,
however, preserve the correct canonical reading "blod(e)." It is, of course,
possible that the phrase "blood & watir" represents a deliberate interpolation
(or perhaps merely an echo) of the Johannine "sanguinis et aqua" (19:34). The
"watir" may also literally denote beads of perspiration, in which case H and T
provide a perhaps unintentionally accurate description of the medical phenomenon.
15631-38 Man. 26:39; More. 14:36; Luc. 22:42.
15639-46 HERMAN'S Bible, 6057-62; BORLAND, CM, p. 136:
Seignour, pour amour dieu bonement m'escoltes!
Chertes de tel dolour jamais parler n'orres.

At this point, the poet repeats the haematodrotic occurrence found in Luc. 22:44.
15647-870 HERMAN'S Bible, 6063-204; BORLAND, CM, pp. 136-138. Borland maintains
that "similarity in wording indicates that HERMAN'S Bible is the ultimate source
of CM." Several passages highlighting details of special significance are quoted
below.
15647-68 Matt. 26:40-41; More. 14:37-38. The explanation that the disciples slept
"for sorwe & greet pite" (15650) is furnished by Luc. 22:45 ("...invenit eos
dormientes prae tristifia").
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15669-86 Matt. 26:42; Marc. 14:39.
15687-96 Man. 26:43; Marc. 14:40.
15697-704 Matt. 26:44.
15705-6 Luc. 22:43. The Vulgate has the singular form "angelus."
15707-14 Matt. 26:45-46; Marc. 14:41-42.
15717-36 Matt. 26:47; Marc. 14:43; loan. 18:3. The inventory of accoutrements
mentioned in 15721-22 and 15731 represents a free rendering of the "gladiis,"
"fustibus," "lignis," "lanternis," "facibus," and"armis" noted by the various
evangelists.
15737-44 loan. 19:1-2.
15745-49 Matt. 26:48-49; Marc. 14:44-45.
15750-70 loan. 18:4-8. This initial question is not addressed directly to Judas in the
Vulgate; instead, the dative plural pronoun "eis" is used. Cf., however, Matt.
26:50.
15771-72 These lines are an interpolation from loan. 13:27 ("Quod facis, fac citius").
15773-80 Luc. 22:47-48. The use of the vocative "Amice" mMatt. 26:50 may supply
the basis for 15775-6.
15781-88 The violence which accompanies Christ's apprehension is implicit in the
biblical accounts: "tenentes lesum" (Matt. 26:57); "illi manus iniecerunt in
eum" (Marc. 14:46); "comprehendentes autem eum" (Luc. 22:54); "comprehenderunt lesum, et ligauerunt eum...et adduxerunt eum" (loan. 18:12). LI.157856 anticipate the corporal punishments to be inflicted subsequently by Caiphas,
Herod, and Pilate.
15789-816 These lines, recounting the injury sustained by the "servum principis
sacerdotum," demonstrate the medieval genius for scriptural synthesis. Thus,
the attribution of the deed to Peter and the detail of the servant's name, "Malchas,"
are derived from loan. 18:10-11. Matt. 26:52-53 contributes three elements: the
famous quotation "...qui acceperint gladium...," Christ's affirmation that "plus
quam duodecim legiones angelorum" are potentially at His disposal, and His
insistence that "implebuntur scripturae." Luc. 22:51 provides the sole evangelical
account of the attendant's miraculous healing.
15813-14 HERMAN'S Bible, 6180-81:
Donques fu Pierres illuecques retenus,
Pour le furfet ne volt demorer plus.

15822 The formula "sonne & mone'' is employed elsewhere to reinforce the concept
of Christ's universal dominion; cf., e.g., 13472. The phrase, although found in
CFG, appears more frequently in HTLB.
15823-24 HERMAN'S Bible, 6184: "Par les chevex le tirent, par les dras est tenuz."
15835-6 Marc. 14:50.
15839-66 Luc. 22:52-53. Cf. Matt. 26:55 and Marc. 14:48-49.
15871-82 Matt. 26:57. Cf. Luc. 22:54 and loan. 18:12-13. HERMAN'S Bible, 620512; BORLAND, CM, pp. 138-139.
15883-960 HERMAN'S Bible, 6213-75 and 6269-87; BORLAND, CM, p. 139.
Concomitant with CM's indebtedness to the tradition of evangelary harmonies,
the extended account of Peter's denial exhibits a careful synthesis of materials
drawn from all four gospels. The detail that Peter followed Christ "on fer"
(15883-4), e.g., is supplied by Matt. 26:58, Marc. 14:54, and Luc. 22:54 ("a
longe"); his admission to the "atrium pontificis" (15893-6) through the good
offices of an "ostiaria" known to a fellow-disciple is, however, recorded only
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in loan. 18:15-16. Again, John alone (18:18, "quia frigus erat") notes that "hit
was ful cold" (15909-10). The three-fold denunciation of Peter by the servants
of Caiphas (15915-42) incorporates various elements from Matt. 26:69-75, Marc.
14:66-72, Luc. 22:56-60, and loan. 18:17, 25-27. That the forlorn apostle "swoor"
(15942) in renouncing the Lord is affirmed by Matt. 26:74 and Marc. 14:71
("Tune coepit detestari/anathematizare et jurare"), while the poignant encounter
between Christ and Peter (15151-55) is related only in Luc. 22:61-62.
HERMAN'S Bible, 6272-3, furnishes the proximate apocryphal basis for asserting
that Peter "dud him to a roche: pervndir for to rest" (15957-8):
La nuit li fu mont pesme et molt oscure,
II s'est mucez suz une roche dure.

COMESTOR recounts the incident thus in Hist. Schol. Evang. clix, PL CXCVIII
1624:
Et recordatus Petrus verbi, quod Dominus dixerat, egrussus foras flevit amare, fugiens in
caveam, quae modo Gallicantus appelatur, in quo loco aedificata est ecclesia.

Travels xii, p. 61, locates the site more precisely "toward the est at .vij. paas"
from the former residence of Caiphas.
15961-98 Neither HAENISCH, CM, p. 37*, nor MARDON, Narrative Unity, p. 122,
advances a source for the legend of Judas and the "scalded cock." Nevertheless,
this fascinating addition to the Passion account appears in an Anglo-Latin version
by the late twelfth century in MS. Jesus Coll. Oxf. 4; NAPIER reprints this text
in HHRT, pp. 68-70, while noting the existence of at least two fourteenth-century
redactions. As a reference to an earlier "editio Graecorum" in the aforementioned
source indicates, the legend is ultimately of oriental Christian origin.
In the Greek B-recension of Acta Pilati, ANT, p. 116, the tale occurs with
one significant variation: it is Judas' wife "Akrosia," and not his mother, who
witnesses the event. Albeit of fifteenth-century provenience, the MS upon which
James bases his translation very likely reflects the story in its most ancient form.
OF versions are encountered in the prose Andrius xix and the Trad. anon, which,
in view of its demonstrated relation to CM, should doubtless be regarded as the
source for the lines under discussion. See NAPIER, HHRT, pp. xxiii-xxv; HORRALL,
"An Old French Source."
Scripturally, the testificatory role of the cock lying at the heart of the tale
has its bases in Matt. 26:34, 74-75; Marc. 14:30, 68, 72; Luc. 22:34, 60-61;
and loan. 14:38, 18:27. Of even greater consequence for the development of
such legends, however, is lob 38:36 ("Quis dedit gallo intellegentiam?") and
pertinent exegetical commentary. As RABANUS MAURUS, e.g., avers inDe Universo,
PL CXI 248, the "gallus/gallina" can variously signify "virum sanctum," "doctorem evangelicam," "sapientiam," "sanctam ecclesiam," "animal justum,"
and "bene vigilantes." See also HUGH OF ST. VICTOR, De Bestiis I:xxxvi, PL
CLXXVII 33-35 and WERNERUS, Deflorationes SS. Patrum II, PL CLVII 115051.
Analogues to the "gallus"-narrative are widespread; see Les Apocryphes
Copies, PO II. Fasc. 2, pp. 157-158. Both NAPIER, HHRT, p. xlvii and JAMES,
ANT, p. 150, cite additional examples. According to the latter, a cock-legend
has even been incorporated in the synaxarial cycle for Holy Week by the Ethiopian
monophysite church. Kenneth M. SETTON'S The Age of Chivalry, p. 188, recounts
another interesting legend (still current in the vicinity of Santo Domingo de la
Calzada along the ancient Santiago pilgrimage route) to the effect that "unjustly
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hanged, a youth survived, and two cooked fowl flew to life" in witness of the
occurrence. For a Nativity-oriented variation on this motif, consult "The Ballad
of St. Steven and Herod," CHILD, No. 22, 11.33-40.
15969 Cf. n. to 15219.
15999-16016 HERMAN'S Bible, 6269-87; BORLAND, CM, p. 139.
16017-46 Marc. 15:1-4. HERMAN'S Bible, 6288-312; BORLAND, CM, pp. 139-140.
16022 CFG read "bath freman and dring" (OE "dreng" from ON: "retainer, vassal,
nobleman"); see MED Ib. HTL alter this phrase to "bi certeyn warnynge."
16023 CFG preserve Pilate's administrative title "procurator," whereas HTL simply
refer to "sir pilat."
16028 CFG read "hething" (ON' 'hethen"), which HTL have changed to "scornynge.''
The meaning remains unaltered.
16032 CFG read "fulbald/bald(e)li" (OE "b[e]aldlice") which, according to MED
("boldeli", 3b), means "arrogantly, insolently...blasphemously." HTL, however,
change the adverb to "lodly" (OE "lablice" -H> ON): "fiercely, angrily,
harshly...loathsomely, disgustingly, wickedly." C alone has the noun "bere";
the other MSS read "chere."
16047-66 HERMAN'S Bible, 6313-22; BORLAND, CM, pp. 140-141.
16065 In CFG, Christ averts his gaze from his captors ("he loked nought/no3t");
however, in HTL it is noted that "On hem he cast vp his y3e/e3e."
16067-90 Matt. 26:60-61; Marc. 14:55-59; Luc. 23:4. HERMAN'S Bible, 6323-37;
BORLAND, CM, p. 141. The description of the false witnesses as "pardoners"
(16075) reflects the derision in which these ecclesiastical functionaries were held
by their contemporaries. Accounts of their activities are well known from Chaucer,
Langland, and Wycliffe.
16091-110 Matt. 27:11-14; Marc. 15:2-5. HERMAN'S Bible, 6338-48; BORLAND,
CM, pp. 141-142.
16111-28 Matt. 27:19. HERMAN'S Bible, 6349-66; BORLAND, CM, p. 142.
16129-48 Luc. 23:2, 4-5; loan. 18:38-39. HERMAN'S Bible, 6367-78; BORLAND,
CM, p. 142. In HAENISCH'S table of NT sources, CM, p. 37*, the Lucan reference
is mistakenly printed as chapter "xxii."
16149-220 Luc. 23:6-12. HERMAN'S Bible, 6379-437; BORLAND, CM, pp. 142-143.
16221-30 Luc. 23:14-16. HERMAN'S Bible, 6438-44; BORLAND, CM, p. 143.
16231-38 Luc. 23:21-22. HERMAN'S Bible, 6445-8; BORLAND, CM, p. 143.
16239-82 This section combines elements from Matt. 26:62-65, 27:11-14; Marc.
15:2-5; and Luc. 23:3. Cf. loan. 18:33-37. HERMAN'S Bible, 6449-68; BORLAND,
CM, p. 143.
16283-300 loan. 18:22-23.
16301-36 loan. 19:9-11. HERMAN'S Bible, 6484-505; BORLAND, CM, p. 144. The
second "private interview" between Christ and Pilate recounted in 16309-12 is
non-canonical; cf. the corresponding phrasing in 16091-97. In the Vulgate, it is
simply noted that the procurator "ingressus est in praetorium...et dicit ad lesum"
(loan. 19:9). The praetorium was a public judgment hall, and the Bible does not
specifically acknowledge the intimate nature of the conversation; all other encounters
between Christ and Pilate occur in the presence of onlookers.
16337-56 Man. 27:27-31; Marc. 15:16-20. Cf. loan. 19:1-3. HERMAN'S Bible, 650617; BORLAND, CM, pp. 144-145.
16357-66 loan. 19:12. HERMAN'S Bible, 6518-23; BORLAND, CM, p. 145.
16367-427 Matt. 27:15-17, 21-26. HERMAN'S Bible, 6524-67; BORLAND, CM, pp.
145-146.
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16382 F reads "Abraham" for the "baraban" of the other MSS.
16428-58 HERMAN'S Bible, 6568-81; BORLAND, CM, pp. 146-147.
16459-542 Cf. HERMAN'S Bible, 6582-661; BORLAND, CM, p. 147.
16459-504 Matt. 27:3-5.
16505-6 Act. 1:18.
16507-16 Cf. Hist. Schol. Evang. clxii, PL CXCVIII 1625 and Leg. Aur. xlv, p.
186. Also cf. North. Pass. 861-862f and South. Pass. 1399-40:
His wambe clef ban euyn in twa,
And his entrailes so fell him fra,
And bare his gast so solden was,
ffor at his mowth it might noght pas.
I>is was be caus, als clerkes wist,
ffor bi bat his mowth had crist kist,
t>arfore it was with outen dout
E>at his saul at his wambe went out.
* * * *
I>er fforb wente his luber soule < and at his moube noust,
ffor he j>er-wib oure lord custe < myd tresoun an vuel boust.

Citing Louise DUDLEY'S Egyptian Elements in the Legend of the Body and
the Soul (Bryn Mawr College Monograph Series, No. 8, 1911, Appendix D),
Beatrice Daw Brown notes a conceptual relationship between this apocryphal
detail and the ancient Coptic notion that the soul might exit by any of the bodily
orifices, but most frequently by the mouth. If, however, a specific opening had
been responsible for a singularly good deed, the soul might refuse to depart from
it, as is the case with Judas. For, although the "caitif's" kiss was traitorous, the
lips which conferred it had been permanently sanctified by their intimate contact
with Christ. See intro. to South. Pass., p. Ixvi, n. 22.
16533-42 Matt. 27:6-7; Act. 1:19.
16537 CG employ "corbanan," the ML adaptation of the Heb./Aram. "quorban,"
for the "tresorye" of FHTL; see OED ("corban" 2) and MED. The meaning,
however, is unchanged.
16543ff. From this point onward, BORLAND, CM, pp. 147-148, notes a "considerable
divergence" in the respective accounts of the crucifixion and burial furnished by
CM and Herman. She avers that "Herman relates the details of the crucifixion
in a more restrained fashion than does the author of CM."
NAPIER, HHRT, p. xxiii et passim attributes this section, relating the crosslegend, to the OF Rood Poem, i.e., the Trad. Anon. It should be noted, of course,
that traditions surrounding the cross itself evolved with almost bewildering complexity throughout the Middle Ages. For an authoritative study, consult Esther
C. QUINN'S The Quest of Seth for the Oil of Life; also see the same author's
earlier The Legend of Seth and the Holy Cross. Moreover, much helpful background
information is furnished in the introductions to HHRT and LHR. Edward CAVENDISH
(Legends of the World, pp. 212-213) furnishes a succinct account of basic Crossrelated material. Moreover, Chapter 22 ("Christian Western Europe") contains
convenient reference summaries of several legends that figure prominently in this
edition of the Cursor.
16549 The description of the rood-arbor as "pe kyngis tre" reflects its customary
association with David and Solomon in fully developed versions of the legend;
for instances of identical ME phrasing, see North. Pass., 1.2529 and Harleian
MS. 4196 (LHR, p. 84, 1.781). For the Cursor-poet, the expression also serves
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conceptually to reinforce the notion of Christ's divine kingship; cf. n. to 1272124 above.
16561-2 That the cross-wood emitted a sweet smell is not mentioned in Trad, anon.,
although this addition does appear in the Latin Legende (49/74): "Que secate a
David mira fragrancia comitatum ejus repleverunt, ita ut cito crederent se esse
edificatos." This interesting detail acquired considerable popularity among medieval
writers; see, e.g., LHR, pp. 42-43, 76, 103, and North. Pass., 1.2248.
16565-68 The difficulty encountered by the Jews in attempting to move the arbor is
a standard feature in the cross legend; see, e.g., HHRT, pp. xxix, xxxviii, 31,
and 53.
16569-70 The various MSS of CM agree that Caiphas sent two hundred men to
remove the cross-wood from the temple. Other treatments of the legend, however,
assert that the number was actually three hundred. See, e.g., the twelfth-century
MS. Bodley 314, which Napier uses as the basis for HHRT ("caiphas...ceas of
heom allon Sreo hund monnae," p. 30); cf. the Cambridge and Harleian Latin
versions ("Caiphas trecentos misit ludeos," HHRT, p. 53), as well as the OF
Andrius-te\t ("Et lors i enouia Cayaphas... .ccc. luis au temple," ibid.).
16575 The Legende affirms that the three woods used in fashioning the cross were
"cedrus," "cipressus," and "pinus" (47/43). Moreover, according to this source,
the various components enjoy the following Trinitarian interpretation (quoted
from HORSTMANN, "Nachtrage zu den Legenden," 467/18-22):
In cedro intellegimus patrem, quia ceteris arboribus alcius crescere consueuit. In cipresso
filium, quia ceteris arboribus fragrancior dulcedinem nobis insinuat. In pinu spiritum sanctum,
quia multos generans nucleos dona sancti spiritus predicat.

In the Trad, anon., 1.159, the cedar-cypress-pine combination is also noted.
Interestingly, CG conform to the original text(s), while HTL have altered
the "pine" tree to "palme." Elsewhere (1.1205), F maintains the standard pinedesignation. Citing RABY'S History of Christian Latin Poetry, p. 366, HORRALL,
SVCM I, p. 364, mentions Eccli 24:17-18, "Quasi cedrus exaltata sum in Libano,
et quasi cypressus in monte Sion; quasi palma exaltata sum in Cades" as the
basis for an "oblique" Marian association. Some medieval writers, such as
COMESTOR, Hist. Schol. Evang. clxxii, PL CXCVIII 1630, however, speak of
"quattuor ligna" ("palmae et cupressi, et ut quidam tradunt, oliviae et cedri").
Considering CATs indebtedness to Comestor in other instances, it is quite possible
that Hist. Schol. Evang. influenced the southern redactor's decision to change
the third element in the rood's composition from pine to palm. BRODERICK, The
Catholic Encyclopedia, p. 144, simply states that the cross was "of pine." For
a general yet carefully documented discussion of this subject, consult Sabine
BARING-GOULD'S Curious Myths of the Middle Ages (Chapter XV, "The Legend
of the Cross," pp. 341-385). In The True Cross, Brian WILDSMITH provides a
popular account of the topic, although his work is intended for an adolescent
audience.
16577-80 See n. to 16681-90.
16585-92 The adjective "swete" applied to the cross at 16585 may reflect the
influence of the Good Friday liturgy (Feria VI in Passione et Morte Domini),
especially the antiphonal sequence "Dulce lignum, dulces clavos, dulce pondus
sustinet."
CM implies that Christ carried the rood directly from the temple; this is not,
however, mentioned specifically in canonical sources. That He did, in fact, appear
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for judgement before Pilate in the "praetorium" (loan. 18:33) may account for
this detail, since the Fortress Antonia (residence of the Roman procurator) formed
part of the temple complex.
Of particular interest as an analogue when discussing the sweet fragrance
associated with the Cross is the anonymous romance, Perlesvaus, most likely
composed between 1190 and 1212. As Sebastian EVANS translates the pertinent
passage in his edition (pp. 199 ff.):
"...and there came to him (Perceval) a smell so sweet of the cross and of the place, such
as no sweetness can be compared therewith."
16589 The "Disputacio inter Mariam et Crucem", XXXVIII, 11.488-9 (LHR, p.
147) provides an interesting analogue to this line:
E»e queen 3af . be Cros a cos,
E»e ladi of loue . loue gan seche

In English vernacular tradition, the striking "physical affection" which Christ
displays for the cross is evident as early as The Dream of the Rood: "Bifode ic
pa me se beorn ymbclypte" (1.42). Although "ymbclypte" (OE "ymb-clyppan")
can signify "clasped" in a general sense, the verb, according to BOSWORTH'S
Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, more commonly conveys the notion of (cherished)' 'embrace"; it is rendered thus by most modern translators.
16592 The insertion of the pronoun "he" in HTL alters the meaning considerably.
CG, referring to the cross, read "a(v)pon his bak(c) it laid," thereby adding yet
another miraculous element to the Passion-narrative. In his gloss, MORRIS, CM,
p. 947, explains that the rood evidently "leaped on to His back without help."
The HTL reading is in accordance with scripture and, therefore, decidedly more
satisfactory.
16595-8 Matt. 27:32; Marc. 15:21-; Luc. 23:26. The several MSS of the Cursor do
not mention Simon of Cyrene by name; rather, he is described as a ''bysen mon.''
16599-600 HTL agree concerning the rood's measurements, while CG designate the
length of the cross as "Half feirth of eln" and "Half feird ellen" respectively.
According to both MED and OED, the medieval English ell was equivalent to
45 inches; however, the latter source also notes that the Scotch ell was only 37.2
inches long. Considering the poem's Northumbrian provenance, this distinction
should not be dismissed lightly in attempting to determine the visual impact of
the rood's dimensions for the Cursor-poet and his audience. If the English unit
is envisioned, the cross would be approximately 17 feet high; the Scotch measurement, in contrast, would result in a gibbet approximately 14 feet high.
16601-10 Luc. 23:27.
16611-38 The poet has recounted this episode before; see n. to 16339-56.
16639-64 Luc. 23:27-31.
16665-8; 16673-80 Luc. 23:32-33. Cf. Matt. 27:33, 38; Marc. 15: 22, 27-28; loan.
19:16-18.
16669-72 The poet implores the divine mercy through the merits of the Passion.
16681-90 Luc. 23:38. Cf. Matt. 27:37 and loan. 19:19-20.
16691-700 Luc. 23:34.
16701-13 Marc. 15:29-32. Cf. Matt. 27:39-42.
16717-36 Luc. 23:39-43.
16737-40 The names traditionally assigned the two malefactors crucified with Christ
are of great antiquity, having their basis in Acta Pilati X: 1-2. See NTA I, p. 459;
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ANT, p. 174; and GN, p. 25. Although the Cursor-poet in CG 17287 acknowledges
his awareness of a later recension of "nichodeme's writt," it is equally possible,
as HAENISCH notes, CM, p. 38*, that he derived the names "from some other
source, considering the general acquaintance with these legends in the middle
ages." In some texts (e.g., the tenth-century Einsiedeln Stiftsbibliotek MS. 326
of Evangelium Nicodemi), the name of the unregenerate "latro" is rendered
"Gestas." The Arabic Gospel of the Infancy, however, designates the thieves as
"Titus" (the good) and "Dumachus"; see NT A I, p. 408 and ANT, p. 81.
16743-62 loan. 19:25-27.
16763-73 loan. 19:28; Matt. 27:34. The various MSS affirm that Christ was offered
"galle & eysel" on the cross. Since, according to MED, "aisel" (OF) can signify
numerous forms of vinegar, and "galle" (OE) generally denotes a bitter-tasting
drink, the use of the near-synonyms appears somewhat redundant. In the evangelical
accounts, Matt. 27:34 speaks of "vinum...cum felle mixtum," Marc. 15:23
mentions "murratum vinum," while bothLwc. 23:36 and loan. 19:29 cite "acetum/
aceto."
16776-82 loan. 19:30.
16780 See n. to 16763-73 above.
16783-802 Matt. 27:51-53.
16817-20 Matt. 27:57-58; Marc. 15:43; Luc. 23:50-52; loan. 19:38.
16821-22 Marc. 15:44.
16823-28 loan. 19:31.
16829-34 loan. 19:32.
16835-44 In Acta PilatiXVl:!, NTA I, p. 469 and ANT, p. 113, Longinus is described
simply as "the soldier (who) pierced his side with a spear," whereas he is
designated "the believing centurion" in "The Letter of Pilate to Herod" (ANT,
p. 155). By the later Middle Ages, however, his blindness, miraculous recovery
on Calvary, and subsequent "canonization" become standard apocryphal additions
to the narratio passionis. Typical treatments of the legend are found in Hist.
Schol. Evang. clxxix, PL CXCVIII1633-34;Leg. Aur. xlvii, pp. 202-203; "t>aere
Halgan Rode Upahefednys," LHR, pp. 106-107; SEL I, xxii; ME Gospel of
Nicodemus, ed. HULME, 11.625-630; South. Pass., 11.1634-40; and the Chester
Passion, XVIa, 372-407. Numerous additional examples could, of course, be
cited. In continental medieval literature, the popularity of the Longinus legend
is attested by its inclusion in the prayer of Dona Ximena from Cantar del Cid,
ed. PIDAL, xviii, 351-357:
estando en la cruz, vertud fezist muy grant:
Longinos era ciego, que nunqua vido alguandre,
diot con la lanca en el costado, dont yxio la sangre,
corrio por el astil ayuso, las manos se ovo de untar,
alcolas arriba, llegolas a la faz,
abrio sos ojos, cato a todas partes,
en ti crovo al ora, por end es salvo de mal;

For a detailed examination of how the tale evolved, consult Rose PEEBLES, The
Legend of Longinus in Ecclesiastical Tradition.
16845-8 loan. 19:35; 20:20, 24. The poet ambiguously implies that the evangelist
witnessed the Longinus incident.
16849-56 loan. 19:38-39.
16859ff NAPIER, HHRT, pp. xxiii, xxix, assigns this section, narrating the burialsequence, to Trad. anon. Several portions of the corresponding Cursor-text,
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however, occur only in MSS CG (e.g., the description of the cross blossoming
"Fra be middai to complin").
16869-78 loan. 19:40-41.
16869 HERMAN'S Bible, 6755, also mentions that only three nails were employed
by Christ's executioners: "A trois clous ont ses mains et ses pies esleve." There
is, nevertheless, considerable disagreement on this subject.
Although Gregory Nazianzen upholds that Christ's feet were affixed to the
cross with a single nail, T.J. BUCKTON, "The Greek Cross," N&Q, 2nd Ser.
II. 1856, 257, opines that Cyprian, "who affirms that a nail was driven through
each foot, is the better authority, as he had personally witnessed crucifixions."
According to J.C.J., "The Greek Cross" N&Q, 2nd Ser. III. 1857, 78-79, an
impressive array of authorities (including Justin, Irenaeus, Augustine, Gregory
of Tours, and Innocent III) maintains that the Lord was executed "quattuor
clavis"; this article further expresses the interesting view that "the Albigensians
were the first who discarded the ancient precedent of four nails, and adopted the
three."
Elsewhere, J.C.J., "The Greek Cross," N&Q, 3rd Ser. II. 1-862, 463, cites
numerous iconographic examples to support his contention that "no artist before
the fourteenth century represented the crucified Saviour with only three nails."
The foregoing assertion is challenged by "Sigma Tau," "The Greek Cross,"
N&Q, 3rd Ser. III. 1863, 315, who adduces evidence to demonstrate that the
representational use of only three nails appears as early as the twelfth century.
John C. JACKSON, "The Greek Cross," N&Q, 2nd Ser. II. 1856, 257, referring
to eleventh-century iconography, states that it is customary for the Saviour's feet
to be nailed individually "in Greek paintings, though in Western examples, we
usually find one nail piercing both feet."
F.C.H., "The Greek Cross: Number of Nails," N&Q, 3rd Ser. III. 1863,
392, sets forth the fifth-century Greek poet, Nonnus, as an early writer supporting
the belief that the Lord's feet were fastened with "a single large nail," but adds
Rufinus and Theodoret to the catalogue of ecclesiastical authorities upholding the
use of four nails furnished by Buckton (see above). Testimony supplied by the
thirteenth-century Bishop of Tuy regarding the Franciscan stigmata, he notes,
also tends to support the "quattuor clavi" theory.
Understandably, English literary sources also evince diverse opinions. In
Catholic Homily XIV (Ed. THORPE, Homilies of the Anglo-Saxon Church I, p.
216), Aelfric clearly avers: "hine sefaestnodon on rode mid feower naeselum."
Later, The AncreneRiwle (Ed. MORTON, Camden Soc. O.S. LVII, p. 390) departs
from the four-nail tradition by stating:
t>is scheld bet wreih his Godhed was his leoue licome bet was ispred o rode, brod ase
scheld buuen in his i-streiht earmes, and neruh bineoSen, as be on uot, efter bet me weneS,
sete upon oSer uote.

South. Pass. (1.1461) also advocates the view that only three nails were employed:
"t>orw eyper hond hi smyte a nayl < & porw pe ffet pe pridde." Cf. North. Pass.
(1.1632 in MS. Harleian; 1.1633 in MSS. Camb.Dd.1.1. and Gg.5.31). MS.
Nat. Lib. Scotland, Adv. 18.7.21 furnishes a contemporary example of the tres
clavi opinion from lyric tradition:
To the tree with nailes three
Wol fast I hange bounde.

See C. BROWN, ed., Religious Lyrics of the XlVth Century, 74/5-6.
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In his discussion of the sacred relics to be found in Constantinople at the
time of the Fourth Crusade, Peter ARNOTT (The Byzantines and Their World, p.
261) observes that, according to Robert de Clari, a contemporary of Villehardouin,
only two nails were employed in the Crucifixion. Subsequently (p. 282), Arnott
ironically notes, "It is difficult to conjecture how de Clari imagined the crucifixion
to have taken place."
Of especially interesting iconographic significance for this entire subject is
The Stave lot Triptych: Mosan Art and the Legend of the True Cross, a study
recently prepared under the direction of Professor William VOELKLE of the Pierpont
Morgan Library. Most crucifixion scenes reproduced in this volume tend to
reinforce the "quattuor clavi" approach in twelfth-century reliquary art. Nevertheless, there are singular exceptions, such as the one in WIBALD'S Sacramentary,
which displays a Christ-figure with nail-pierced feet (two), smiling benignly while
extending apparently unfastened hands. Voelkle's work is particularly valuable
in that it includes much helpful bibliographical information pertinent to the Cross
Legend.
On a markedly different note, CAVENDISH (Legends, pp. 298-300) recounts
the interesting tale of the Gypsy who forged four nails for the crucifixion when
no other blacksmith would, and whose descendants must, therefore, continue to
wander the world in search of peace.
Examination of typical pictorial collections (e.g., ABBATE'S Christian Art,
B ACRE'S Art of the Dark Ages, BECKWITH'S Early Medieval Art, DIDRON'S Christian
Iconography, FRANCASTEL'S Medieval Painting, GALLAGHER'S Medieval Art,
MARTINDALE'S Gothic Art from the Twelfth to the Fifteenth Century, PIRANI'S
Gothic Illuminated Manuscripts, and SOUCHAL'S Art of the Early Middle Ages)
is inconclusive. As an unsatisfactory generalization, however, three-nail artistic
depictions are apparently a later development.
For a convenient introduction to this complex subject, see LHR, pp. xixxx.
16881-910 Matt. 27:62-66.
16913-22 That the Jews sequestered not only Christ's cross, but also those of the
two malefactors, is a common motif in medieval literature. In "Hou be Holy
Cros Was Y-Founde," LHR, p. 35, the following statement appears:
E>at Crois sebpe . aftur vr lordes dep . depe vndur pe eorpe heo hit caste,
I>er as heo him to depe dude . and burieden hit swipe faste;
And be twey Croyses eke per-bi . pat pe peoues hengen otttttttttttttn per

Cf. MS Bodl. Ashmole 43, LHR, p. 34, 11. 185-7, and MS BL Harley 4196,
LHR, p. 89, 11.75-88. Regarding motivation, BL Cotton Julius E vii ("paere
Halsan Rode Upahefednys," LHR, p. 99) explains:
pa iudeiscan hi behyddon mid hetelicum 36 ance.
noldon se maSm wurde mannum to frofre.
MS Bodl. Auct.F.iv, LHR, p. 13, supplies the interesting detail that the "brio
roda" were hidden "twentis fota on paere eorSan." Although NAPIER, HHRT,
pp. xxiii, xxix attributes the humatio crucis to the OF Trad, anon., it should be
noted that this apocryphal incident is also recounted in The Dream of the Rood,
11.73-75, thereby demonstrating its presence in English vernacular tradition as
early as the Cynewulfian period:
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pa us man fyllan on^an
ealle to eorSan; pact waes eseslic wyrd!
Bedealf us man on deapan seape.

16925-26 See n. to 17067-74.
16927 This line alludes to the popular medieval image of the "Christ-knight"; see,
e.g., Piers Plowman B.XIX; Friar William HEREBERT'S early fourteenth-century
lyric, "What is he, pis lordling pat come from be fist?" in C. BROWN, ed.,
Religious Lyrics of the XlVth Century, 25; and William DUNBAR'S "Our Champion
Christ." For critical introductions to the concept, consult Raymond ST-JACQUES,
"Langland's Christ-Knight and the Liturgy" and Rosemary WOOLF, "The Theme
of Christ the Lover Knight in Mediaeval Literature." Rodney DENNYS, The
Heraldic Imagination, p. 81, supplies two mid-fifteenth-century iconographic
examples of the motif.
16939-42 Citing GINZBERO, Legends of the Jews, V, 98, n. 70 and VI, 14, n. 82,
Esther QUINN, The Quest of Seth for the Oil of Life, p. 77 and The Legend of
Seth and the Holy Cross, p. 92, notes that "the relationship between the means
through which man sinned and the means through which he is saved is a very
old one and can be found in various forms in Jewish apocryphal literature."
Within a Christian context, the Pauline epistles furnish both rhetorical and thematic
inspiration for the passage under discussion; see I Cor. 15:21-22: "Quoniam
quidem per hominem mors, et per hominem resurrectio mortuorum. Et sicut in
Adam omnes moriuntur, ita et in Christo omnes vivificabuntur," and Rom. 5:1421. To quote IRENAEUS, Against Heresies, Bk. V, ch. 17:3, A-NF I, p. 545:
"By means of a tree we were made debtors to God, by means of a tree we may
obtain remission of our debt.'' Cf. also Acta Pilati VIII (XXIV). 1; see ANT, pp.
137-138 and ATA I, p. 475.
The connection between the "arbor sapientiae" and "be holy rode tre" is
discussed by numerous patristic authorities, including JULIUS FIRMICUS MATERNUS,
De Errore Profanorum Religionum, PL XII1037-38 and TERTULLIAN, An Answer
to the Jews, A-NF III, p. 170. Referring to Otto Zockler's research in this field,
QUINN, ibid, affirms that the earliest identification of the "lignum crucis" with
wood taken from the tree of knowledge occurs c. 650 in the Anagogicarum
Contemplationum inHexaemeron of ANASTASIUS SINAITICUS, PG LXXXIX 94445. "Hou be Holy Cros Was Y-Founde," LHR, p. 19, 11.3-8 supplies a typical
ME rendering of the motif:
t»orwh a treo we weore for-lore . and furst i-brouht to grounde,
E>orwh a treo seppe to Hue i-brou3t . I-heried beo pulke stounde!

Also cf. the corresponding lines in MS Bodl. Ashmole 43, LHR, p. 18.
16949-17082 HAENISCH, CM, p. 39* includes these lines in a lengthy section which
he labels "Reflection of the poet." However, as Kari SAJAVAARA has demonstrated,
' 'The Use of Robert Grosseteste's Cd'A," 184-93, this portion of the text actually
evinces an unmistakable indebtedness to Robert GROSSETESTE'S Chateau d'Amou
11.1115-1212. Among the specific correspondences cited by Sajavaara are: CM
16949-62 and Cd'A 1115-22, 1136-37; CM 17009-20 and Cd'A 1151-60; CM
17051-58 and Cd'A 1177-82. In other instances, e.g., CM 16953-56 and Cd'A
1123-35, the relationship between the two works is admittedly less direct. That
the Cursor-poet was familiar with Grosseteste's composition is apparent from
his reference to "sent Robert bok" at 1.9516.
17035-42 Luc. 23:46.
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17051-54
17067-74

Luc. 2:35.
Cf. North. Pass. 1840k-1840r and 1896m-1896p:

f»e trowth ban left in hir anely
Pat cristen saules er saued by,
ffor bat he suld rise trowed nane
When he was ded bot scho allane,
Scho trowed it euer in hert & will
Als he bifore had tald hir till;
And had scho noght bene trew thoght,
With dole scho had to ded bene broght.

Pan mari his moder was ful fayne
ffor scho hopid he suld rise ogayne,
And in pat trowth was ober nane
Stedfastly bot scho allane.

The editor of the text quoted above ascribes the original notion of Mary's function
as the sole repository of faith in the crucial post-crucifixion/pre-resurrection period
to Vincent DE BEAUVAIS' Speculum Historiale VIIL23; see intro. to North. Pass.,
p. 19. The concept appears elsewhere in two works edited by HORSTMANN in
The Minor Poems of the Vernon MS.: "Patris Sapiencia, sive Horae de Cruce,"
pp. 41-42 and "P>e Lamentacioun pat Was Bytwene Vre Lady and Seynt Bernard,"
p. 301, 11.82-84. In the latter source, it is noted that
Alle his frendes were from hym gon;
treo dayes vre feib was lore
Saue in Marie, his moder, al-on.

Cf. the discussion in GOUGAUD, Devotional and Ascetic Practices, pp. 66-74.
The direct source, however, is GROSSETESTE'S Chateau a"Amour, 11. 1181-86:
Nostre creance et nostre foi
A done demorad en toi.
Trestuz furent en dotance
Mes vous en ferme creance
Demorastes sanz doter
Ta foi ne peut rien changer.

17075-77 According to the New Catholic Encyclopedia, VIII, pp. 790-791, catalogues
of Marian titles existed as early as the eighth century; a litany resembling that
currently authorized by the Roman Church dates from the twelfth.
Through such writers as AMEDEUS, Homilia VII: "De Beatae Virginis Obitu,
Assumptione in Coelum, et Exaltatione ad Filii Dexteram," PL CLXXXVIII
1338: "Spirabat florem virginitatis, serebat novale castitatis..." and Homilia
VIII: "De Mariae Virginis Plenitudine, Seu Perfectione, Gloria, et Erga Suos
Clientes Patrocino,'' ibid., 1342:' 'Igitur.. .fontem misericordiae...sedulo celebramus
officio, et laude licet impari praedicemus," the designations "welle of mercy"
and "fflour of maydenhede" attained considerable popularity. See also, e.g.,
BERNARDUS CLARAEVALLENSIS' Homilia 11:5 "De Laudibus Virginis Matris,"
PL CLXXXIII 63; F.N. ROBINSON, The Complete Works of Geoffrey Chaucer,
pp. 756-757 supplies a helpful bibliographical note regarding St. Bernard's important
role in propagating such laudatory appellations.
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Typical later ME examples are found in CT VII (B2) 656, CT VIII (G) 29;
37, and 11.24; 37 of the poetical litany "Hail, Blessed Mary!" Lambeth MS.
853, ed. F.J. FURNIVALL, in Hymns to the Virgin and Christ.
17081-2 Throughout his Passion-account, the Cursor-poet has emphasized the "dolores
Virginis" in poignant terms; he concludes this important section with a prayer
invoking Mary's powerful intercessory protection:
Preye for vs to bi blessed sone '.
in his blis bat we mot be
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